Home to 2,700+ staff including nearly 220 scientific faculty

Located on 15 acres in Seattle’s vibrant South Lake Union neighborhood
Founded in 1975 by Dr. Bill Hutchinson in memory of his brother Fred ‘Hutch’ — a local baseball hero and successful MLB coach.

The Hutch was one of the first institutions of its kind — not only in Seattle, but in the U.S. — dedicated exclusively to finding cures for devastating diseases.
The elimination of cancer and other life-threatening diseases through research into three critical areas: cause, treatment and prevention to end human suffering and premature death.
DISTINCTIONS

3 Nobel Laureates

40+ Years of Research

70+ Countries Conducting Research In

250+ Clinical Trials

1 Million+ Bone Marrow Transplants Worldwide

1 Million+ Participants In Fred Hutch Studies
5 Scientific Divisions
30 Start Up Companies
Over $300 million in Revenue from Research Grants and Contracts
Creating new BioTool Platforms and Partnerships for Heath Metrics Reporting and Analysis
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